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Surface and bulk contributions in magnetic linear dichroism in the angular dependence
from ferromagnetic transition metals
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The effects of photoelectron diffraction on the magnetic linear dichroism in the angular distribution
~MLDAD ! signal have been measured for experiments on crystalline iron and cobalt. Experimental photoemis-
sion data of Fe 3p and Co 3p core levels have been obtained in chiral geometry from bulk Fe~100! and from
Co/Fe~100! and Fe/Co/Fe~100! epitaxial interfaces. A prominent forward-scattering peak is observed at normal
emission and, correspondingly, a severe reduction of the Fe and Co magnetic dichroism asymmetry. The
comparison between full multiple-scattering calculations and experimental results provides a rationale for
understanding the role of photoelectron diffraction in MLDAD experiments. In this connection we show that
both surface and bulk atoms contribute to the measured dichroic signal, but the line shape of bulk contribution
to the spectra can be retrieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of surfaces and interfaces
peculiar,1 but their experimental investigation is difficult i
most magnetometries, due to the small surface to bulk sig
ratio. The surface science approach to magnetism has d
oped several methods of investigation of magnetic orde
surfaces and interfaces, often based on photoemission~PE!.
Magneto-optic effects in PE from core levels have provid
useful information on surface magnetization, spin-wave s
ness of surfaces, and interface coupling, but the quantita
analysis of the data is made difficult by the concurrent s
nals of bulk, surface and subsurface layers, and by the
eral phenomenon of photoelectron diffraction~PED!.2–7 Ten
years of light polarization and sample magnetization dep
dent PE experiments have shown indirectly or directly t
PED effects can modify not only the intensity of core lev
peaks, as a function of angle and kinetic energy, but a
their overall magnetic dichroism. For an appropriate cho
of the experimental geometry, the PE integrated inten
~not spin selected! may depend on the photon polarizatio
and/or on the sample magnetization, due to the interact
between the core-hole and the electronic states carrying
magnetic moment. In particular, using linearly polarized lig
in chiral geometry,8 one can measure magnetic linear dich
ism in the angular distribution~MLDAD ! of PE. Since the
first observation by Rothet al.,8 a number of theoretical an
experimental efforts have clarified the underlying phys
and the possible applications of MLDAD.9–15 The problem
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of distinguishing surface and subsurface or bulk contrib
tions in the MLDAD-PE experiments has been addres
according to the specific spectroscopic features of core le
in various materials. Whenever large surface energy sh
can be directly energy resolved in the experiments, as in
case of 4f PE from rare earths, the direct observation
surface and bulk magnetic dichroism has been possib16

However, the case of ferromagnetic transition metals~TM!,
much relevant for magnetism, does not show ener
resolved core-level features in PE, frustrating then the
tempts of disentangling the surface contribution from t
bulk one.

In order to improve the general understanding of t
MLDAD experiments and therefore to better assess the u
mate relevance of this approach in addressing surface m
netism we have performed a set of experiments in vari
geometries exploiting the flexibility of a multianalyzer app
ratus and linearly polarized synchrotron radiation on Fep
and Co 3p signals from Fe~100! surfaces and Co/Fe~100!
and Fe/Co/Fe~100! interfaces. The samples were chosen as
maintain the same crystalline structure thanks to epit
while varying the surface vs subsurface contribution of b
iron and cobalt. The full multiple-scattering calculations f
a 3p core photoemission signal in a@100# oriented bcc crys-
tal with Fe lattice parameter, and ignoring spin effects, giv
the pattern of PED for surface and subsurface/bulk signal
a function of kinetic energy. As a function of the emissio
angle, the bulk contribution displays large oscillations w
respect to the smooth behavior of the surface contribut
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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FIG. 1. Left: Chiral geometry of the experiment. The magnetizationM is imposed in a direction perpendicular to the electric fieldE. The
incident Radiation is at anglea55°. Angular scans may be performed either by the rotation of the crystal surface around the bea
~fixed chirality! or by scanning the analyzer position. The measurements presented in this paper were performed varying the polab
by rotating the surface normaln. The photoemission direction was set to 45° from the photon electric-field directionE. The magnitude of
MLDAD is only affected by the degree of chirality imposed by the varying analyzer position. Fe and Co 3p magnetization. Right: Fe and
Co 3p magnetization dependent spectra with their relative MLDAD signals.
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The systematic analysis of the whole set of experimental d
and the comparison to calculations allows one to separate
surface and bulk MLDAD signals. By this procedure w
have filtered out the line shape of the bulk contributio
which can be used as a reference PEbulklike signal. With
respect to the phenomenological discussion of previous
periments on Fe~100! we have obtained an independent e
dence of the role of PED in enhancing the bulk contribut
in particular combinations of geometry and energy. T
opens the possibility of addressing at a quantitative level
analysis of PE-MLDAD data for clean TM’s surfaces a
interfaces.

II. MLDAD AND PHOTOELECTRON DIFFRACTION

The MLDAD signal in al51 core-level PE spectrum i
shown for Fe 3p and Co 3p in Fig. 1 as obtained in the
chiral geometry shown schematically in the left panel of
same figure. MLDAD can be described by~a! the up-down
feature,~b! the magnetic asymmetryAMLDAD , i.e., the nor-
malized magnetic signal, usually defined as (I up

2I down)/(I up1I down) whereI up,I down are the measured mag
netization dependent PE intensities, and~c! the splitting
value, i.e., the separation in energy between the maxim
and the minimum of the dichroism curve. The first chara
teristic ~a! is related to the alignment of the orbital mome
of the core hole with respect to the quantization axis.17 The
magnetic asymmetryAMLDAD was demonstrated experime
tally to be proportional to the magnetic order parameter.9 The
MLDAD energy splitting in TM has been explained b
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means of an anomalous Zeeman-like effect due to the ef
tive exchange field of the splitd band, acting on the core
hole in the photoemission process. The single-electron an
sis of the core-hole multiplet was proposed at a very ba
level by Rossiet al.18,19 Several calculations based on va
ous electronic structure approaches produced similar res
albeit based on more appropriate physics ground. It was
proposed that the splitting energy must bear a proportiona
to the exchange field value, i.e., to the spin magnetic mom
of the photoemitting atom.9,22 Highly reliable MLDAD re-
sults have been obtained by performing experiments i
fixed geometry, so as to limit the influence of diffractio
effects.10 However, other experiments were performed
show the presence of strong PED effects on TM crys
surfaces20–22 and have been discussed with the support
full multiple-scattering calculations on representati
clusters.21 At present, the main experimental evidences m
be summarized as follows.~i! The AMLDAD behavior for a
TM crystal as a function of both emission angle and elect
kinetic energy presents strong deviations with respect to
atomiclike AMLDAD behavior measured in polycrystallin
and/or amorphous ferromagnetic films.21,22 ~ii ! The up-down
MLDAD feature may undergo a sign reversal~i.e., from up-
down to down-up! when scanning the take-off angle at pa
ticular values of kinetic energy, as shown in Refs. 22 and
and 25 for Fe 3p and Fe 2p, Co 2p, respectively.~iii ! The
minimum value of theAMLDAD may not correspond to the
maximum of the integrated PE signal, i.e. it is not placed
normal emission.20,21 The origin of the sign reversal o
MLDAD was tentatively ascribed to PED effects, and t
7-2
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SURFACE AND BULK CONTRIBUTIONS IN MAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024417 ~2002!
possibility of exploiting this fact to separate bulk and surfa
contributions in the dichroic signal was pointed out.22 It is
worth noting that most of the MLDAD-PED experimen
reported in the literature have been performed usinghn
51253 eV orhn51484 eV from Mg and AlKa radiation
yielding photoelectron kinetic energies high enough to j
tify a kinematic analysis that neglects multiple-scattering
fects and considers the forward-scattering intensities as
prevailing contribution in PED. These experiments on Fep
and 3p have intrinsically a limited surface sensitivity.

Our present experiment has been designed with the ai
study the relationship between MLDAD signal and PED
the surface sensitive regime of PE, i.e., by using linea
polarized monochromatic synchrotron radiation with co
level kinetic energies lower than 250 eV, on samples wh
alternatively Fe and Co are the only species at the surfac
in the subsurface layer.

III. EXPERIMENT

MLDAD-PED experiments were performed at th
ALOISA beamline in ELETTRA.26 Seven hemispherica
electron analyzers are hosted inside the experimental ch
ber. In particular, two of these analyzers are mounted o
rotating frame; this experimental setup, together with the
tation of the whole chamber around the beam axis, allo
one to select freely any orientation of the emission direct
with respect to the sample surface. The extremely high fl
ibility in the experimental geometry is particularly suited f
polarization dependent PED investigations:27 almost any chi-
ral configuration can be easily and accurately selected.
sample was mounted on a six degrees of freedom manip
tor, with a 0.01° accuracy selection for incidence angle
the surface, for surface azimuthal orientation as well as
the surface orientation with respect to the photon elec
field ~rotation around the beam axis!. Details of sample
mounting to perform MLDAD experiments can be found
Ref. 9. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the experiment
the MLDAD measurements: PE spectra were measure
room temperature with the magnetizationM imposed paral-
lel to the surface, along the beam direction, and the anga
was set to 5°, wherea is defined as the angle measured fro
the surface plane~Fig. 1!. Once a chiral configuration wa
chosen, angular scans were performed through a rotatio
the crystal around the magnetization direction, so as to k
fixed the degree of chirality for all emission angles; mag
tization dependent spectra were collected by reversing
magnetization direction applying a short current pu
through the windings of a horse-shoe magnet. The sur
normal was set to 45° from the photon polarization so t
PE intensity displays its maximum in the polar range b
tween normal emission~maximum probing depth! and the
polar position u545° of the photon polarization vecto
~maximum of atomicp level cross section!. On the other
hand, the magnitude of MLDAD is only affected by the d
gree of chirality imposed by the varying analyzer positio
Angular acceptance was60.5° and overall energy resolutio
was 200 meV; base pressure was in the 10211 mbars range.
Complete MLDAD data sets were obtained from polycry
02441
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talline Fe grown on Fe30Ni50B20, providing reference spec
tra, free from PED modulations, i.e., modulated only by t
atomic photoionization angular matrix elements.28 Clean
~carbon and sulfur free! Fe~100! surfaces were obtained b
sputtering-annealing cycles (Ar11 keV, 600°C), as well as
by monitoring the Auger lines of principal contaminants. W
observed a degradation in the surface cleanliness a
roughly 10 h. A complete angular and/or energy scan co
be performed before a new cleaning cycle was required. S
eral data sets were obtained reproducibly. The epitaxial o
growths of Co and Fe on Fe~100! surface were obtainedin
situ, by e-beam evaporation in a vacuum of
310210 mbars. Co is known to grow epitaxially on Fe~100!
up to 6 monolayers, continuing the bcc lattice structure of
substrate. Likewise a further overgrowth of Fe on the bcc
maintains the same structure as that of the substrate
negligible relaxation.31 By creating a topmost layer of coba
one expects two facts:~a! the enhanced magnetic moment
surface Fe~100! should be reduced by the termination wi
cobalt; ~b! to induce similar PED effects for the iron P
signals, including also the normal emission direction, sin
each Fe atom has a similar scattering environment. B
further growth of a new topmost layer of iron on Co/Fe~100!
one expects that the bulk iron signal is rather sever
damped, while the surface contribution, including PED
fects are fully active. Conversely, the cobalt signal sho
display a pure surface PED behavior in the Co/Fe~100!
sample and a pure subsurface layer behavior in Fe/
Fe~100!. The analysis of the whole data set does allow one
establish, on the experimental basis, the different pattern
the Fe~100! 3p PED signal from surface and subsurface-bu
atoms.

The experimental PED patterns for surface a
subsurface-bulk 3p signals in Fe~100! have been compare
to the layer-resolved PED calculation~obtained using the
MSCD code by Chen and Van Hove29!. An hemispherical
cluster of 180 atoms with the Fe bcc~001! structure was used
The calculation takes into account the interference betw
the final state angular momenta (l 50 andl 52), which con-
tributes to the photoelectron emission from thep core level
( l 51), including multiple-scattering contributions up to th
sixth order. Further nonstructural parameters, such as
muffin tin radius and the Debye temperature, were set to
values that proved to be satisfactory in previous PED stud
of Fe structure.30 The surface and bulk contributions we
simply obtained by switching on the emission from the s
face ~bulk! atoms, treating the bulk~surface! atoms as scat-
terers only. The total photoelectron intensity~surface1bulk!
is the incoherent sum of the surface and bulk simula
intensities.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to Refs. 22 and 28 a minimum for the b
Fe~100! 3p AMLDAD vs photon energy is found near 165 e
Moreover, a minimum is found around normal emission a
function of the emission angle, athn5165 eV, to be com-
pared to the smooth behavior measured for the poly-Fe.22,28

Figure 2 presents data points for the magnetization avera
7-3
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FRANCESCO BRUNOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024417 ~2002!
~nondichroic! total PE intensity from Fe~100! along with our
PED calculations for bcc Fe~100! at hn5165 eV as a func-
tion of the angleb about the surface normal, along the@010#
direction. The layer-resolved calculations show the differ
PED effects on the bulk and the surface Fe 3p signals: the

FIG. 2. Multiple-scattering calculation of the angular depe
dence of the relative weight between surface~dashed line! and bulk
~dot-dashed! Fe 3p emission from the bcc Fe~001! surface, athn
5165 eV. Black points are experimental data from magnetiza
averaged spectra. The valueb50 indicates normal emission.
02441
t

former presents an intense peak centered around no
emission, while the latter oscillates smoothly, without prom
nent peaks forb values within620°. The total PE intensity
~magnetization averaged! data agree well with the calculate
overall PED~thick line!. The large difference in the calcu
lated PED for surface and bulk as a function of angle in
cates that the experimental spectra at normal emission ha
much enhanced bulk contribution with respect to the data
off-normal emission. Therefore, the large modulations in
MLDAD line shape for Fe 3p in this angular and energy
range can be understood as relative intensity changes of
and surface contributions.

Figure 3 displays in three panels the experimen
magnetization-averaged photoemission data sets for Fe 3p in
Fe~001! clean single crystal, Fe covered with;2 ML of
pseudomorphic Co, and 1 ML Fe on top of a thicker Co lay
(;6 ML). The magnetic asymmetry is also shown wi
contour plots both on the data surfaces and on the bottom
the figure. Several factors contribute to the measured ang
distribution of PE intensity, such as the differential atom
cross section, the thickness of the emitting layer, the P
effects, and the angular dependent instrumental factors
to the geometry of the experiment. As a consequence,
angular distribution of both intensity and magnetic signa
affected by the choice of the normalization procedure. S
procedure first consisted in subtracting a Shirley-like ba
ground from the raw PE data:23 the background subtracte
spectrum will be referred asI bs(u,KE). Subsequently, each
spectrum has been divided by the constant PE backgro
thus producing a real normalization for all geometrical a
instrumental factors, i.e., I bs(u,KE)/I backg(u)
5I Norm(u,KE). This procedure does not alter PED modu
tions, sinceI backgr(u) was verified to be free from residua

-

n

level
e

otoemis-
e

FIG. 3. Polar plots of the Fe 3p PE intensities and MLDAD signalsAMLDAD vs angle for Fe~001!, Co/Fe~001!, and Fe/Co/Fe~001!,
respectively left, center, and right panel, measured athn5165 eV. Spectra are background subtracted and divided by the background
~i.e., normalized for geometrical effects, but not for PED modulations, see text!. AMLDAD ~contour plots reported on the bottom of the figur!
are differences of spectra~treated as above! and divided by theM-averaged integral of line shape. The angular dependence of theAMLDAD

in Fe/Co/Fe~001!, where the bulk Fe signal is almost completely removed, is much more even as well as it is the corresponding ph
sion intensity. The black~white! stripes of theAMLDAD correspond to the maximum~minimum! signal of the dichroism. Note that for Co/F
the AMLDAD reduction around normal emission is enhanced with respect to Fe~100!.
7-4
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SURFACE AND BULK CONTRIBUTIONS IN MAGNETIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024417 ~2002!
anisotropy. The thickness of the emitting layer also modifi
the angular dependence of PE, but it consists mostly of th
ness dependent peak-to-background ratio, placed in a
tively small angular range around the surface normal;
can be appreciated by looking at the amplitude of ba
ground divided spectraI Norm(u,KE) shown in Fig. 3. As far
as the atomic cross section is concerned, it does not pro
any variation of the intensity vs angle, since the angu
scans were performed at a fixed chirality. A more detai
inspection of the differences in MLDAD signals is present
in Fig. 4, where the Fe 3p magnetic asymmetryAMLDAD
~shaded areas! together with their relative total PE intensitie
~triangles! are reported vs angleb. For the sake of compari
son, theAMLDAD has been defined as the amplitude of the
down spectra obtained as the normalized difference of
magnetization dependentI bs(u) spectra, i.e., normalized t
the sum of the up-down peak area,

MLDAD ~u,KE!5
I bs~u,KE!up2I bs~u,KE!down

area~u!up1area~u!down

AMLDAD~u!5max@MLDAD ~u!#2min~MLDAD ~u!#.

This produces an effective magnetization independent
eraging of the intensity. The advantage of such definition
in the fact thatAMLDAD are normalized for all the angula
dependences of PE, making it possible to compare res
obtained on the three different systems. This procedure
preserves the noise level of the difference spectra, wh
would be highly enhanced if raw asymmetry is used.

FIG. 4. Fe 3p AMLDAD reduction vs angle for Fe~001!, Co/
Fe~001!, and Fe/Co/Fe~001!, respectively, black, dark gray, an
light gray shaded areas, measured athn5165 eV. The width of the
areas corresponds to the error bars.y axis is the dichroic normalized
intensity in percent as defined in the text. The valueb50 indicates
normal emission. Up and down triangles correspond to PE inte
ties for the two magnetization directions.
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In the case of clean Fe~001! crystal the decrease of th
MLDAD signal concurs with the enhancement of the to
intensity atb50. The Co/Fe~001! sample shows the sam
effect, but more pronounced because of the removal of
surface contribution to the Fe signal. Conversely, the ang
dependence of the total photoemission intensity for the
Co/Fe~001! sample, where the bulk Fe signal is almost co
pletely removed, is much more evenly distributed.

The magnetic signal measured along the surface nor
undergoes a reduction in all the three cases: the dip is
largest for Fe 3p MLDAD in Co/Fe~100!, and it is the weak-
est in Fe/Co/Fe. The link between PED modulation of t
bulk intensity, as calculated in Fig. 2, and the variation of t
dichroic signal is clear. From the Co/Fe and Fe/Co/Fe Fep
data one can attempt to estimate the bulk sensitivity obtai
in our experiment. In fact, a minimum in MLDAD at norma
emission is found also for the top Fe layer of Fe/Co/Fe~Fig.
4!. The presence of this minimum, although less pronoun
with respect to the other two systems, sets our actual leve
sensitivity in separating the bulk from the surface contrib
tion. The decrease between the off-normal and normal em
sion MLDAD values is 82.562.5%, 67.563.5%, and 41
65%, respectively, for Co/Fe, Fe~100! clean and Fe/Co/Fe
TheAMLDAD values obtained for Co/Fe and Fe/Co/Fe rep
duce well the ones of the clean Fe~100! within the error bars,
taking into account the escape depth of photoelectrons in
range of kinetic energies (;5 Å). Figure 5 presents a line
shape analysis of Fe 3p PE data taken with opposite magn
tization ~mirror spectra! for the three samples. By assumin
that the normal emission spectra are mostly representativ
the bulk contribution, due to the strong PED enhancemen
line-shape reduction can be done by calibrating the amo
of forward-scattered signal in each of the experiments.
means of such a procedure one filters out the bulk contr
tion from the total, leaving out the surface line-shape con
bution. As the normal emission data also contain some
face contribution this analysis is not directly useful to ass
the intensity of the surface peak. Nevertheless the accu
of the line-shape analysis is only limited by the data qua
in terms of energy resolution and statistics. The bulklike
tensities have been filtered out by subtracting the magne
tion dependent spectra measured at normal emission f
the corresponding off-normal ones~measured at 7.5° off nor
mal!, for Fe~100!, Co/Fe~100!, and Fe/Co/Fe~100!. The re-
sulting line shapes have a striking resemblance with mag
tization dependent Fe 3p core level measured off normal an
their energy positions are identical, within the error bar,
all the three systems, confirming the hypothesis of a bulkl
contribution. The presence of the small residual intensity
the Fe/Co/Fe, which is responsible for the dip at norm
emission, may be due to either a small contribution from
underneath Fe~100! substrate or an island growth with differ
ent island thicknesses onto the Co.

The same analysis for Co 3p PE intensity and its relative
MLDAD signal is presented in Fig. 6 forhn5165 eV and
hn5170 eV. In the latter case, Co 3p photoelectrons do
have the same kinetic energy as Fe 3p measured athn
5165 eV. The results confirm the overall behavior observ
for Fe 3p. The minimum in the angular scan is found to b

i-
7-5
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FIG. 5. Filtered intensities~filled areas! obtained by subtracting normal emission~lines! from off normal by 7.5°~dash dot! Fe 3p
MLDAD spectra. From left to right, Fe~100!, Co/Fe~100!, 1 ML Fe/ 6 ML Co/Fe~100!. All spectra are normalized as defined in text. T
subtracted intensities correspond to the forward-scattering contribution responsible for the MLDAD decrease at normal emission
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more pronounced for the thick layer underneath the top
film, and less pronounced for the two monolayers grown
Fe~100!. Noteworthly in both Co 3p and Fe 3p cases the
minimum of the MLDAD signal occurs at normal emissio
(b50), if the photoelectron kinetic energies are identic
This is not the case for Co 3p MLDAD measured athn
5165 eV, where the minimum of MLDAD is found atb
52°. These facts further confirm the large PED influence
MLDAD results in the energy range most relevant for s
face sensitive studies.22 PED effects in MLDAD are found in
an extended kinetic-energy range,22 from 60 to 200 eV. The
MLDAD oscillations depend onboth kinetic energy and
angle: the dip in angular dependence is shifted away fr
normal emission if the kinetic energy is changed, as c
firmed both for Co and Fe and Ni.32 Accordingly, for experi-
ments performed away from this particular zone of kine
energy, one expects that the MLDAD signal should follo
the predicted atomic energy dependence and that the d
MLDAD vs angle should be absent at normal emission e
for crystalline materials. This is confirmed in Fig. 7, whe
the Fe 3p AMLDAD vs angle is presented for the Fe/Co/Fe
hn5220 eV. Within the error bars, no oscillation is found
the magnetic signal, as well as in the total PE intensity~open
triangles!. This confirms our interpretation of the relationsh
between bulk and surface contributions in MLDAD-PE
the MLDAD geometry must be carefully chosen as a fun
tion of the used kinetic energy range, in order to avoid m
leading interpretation of the magnetic signals. Same res
have been found at this photon energy for Co 3p and Fe 3p
in both Co/Fe and clean Fe~100!. Full multiple-scattering
calculations reveal that athn5220 eV ~a! the enhance-
ment of the bulk peak in the PE intensity is found at ang
b5110/115; ~b! the bulk intensity is placed asymmetr
cally with respect to normal emission, due to the geometry
present experiment. It is worth noticing that this geome
corresponds to the maximum MLDAD signal in terms
chirality.
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It should be noted that a difference of the present exp
mental results with respect to those previously reported c
cerns the Fe 3p MLDAD data from Fe~100! at b50 . A
clear sign reversal in the MLDAD was observed aroundb
50 in Refs. 22 and 25, athn5165 eV andhn51484 eV,
respectively. While in our case only a severe reduction of
MLDAD but no sign reversal is found. The main differenc
in the experimental conditions are the angular resolution
the energy analyzers employed and the sample tempera
that was 300 K in the present experiment and 100 K wh
the sign reversal was reproducibly observed@both in Fe~100!
and in Fe-Ni alloys on Fe~100!#. The influence of tempera
ture, i.e., Debye-Waller factor, has been already put forw
as the reason for this difference,25 being the loss in scatter
ing intensity expected to be smaller at 100 K than at ro
temperature.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of the angular and energy depende
of the Fe 3p MLDAD in three different crystalline environ-
ment we were able to identify the relationship between P
effects and MLDAD variations. PED clearly influences ma
netic dichroism data in photoemission experiments. The
tensity changes can be understood with the kinematic mo
analysis of PED when the photoelectron energies exceed
eral hundred eV. But in surface sensitive experiments
lower values of kinetic energies impose to analyze PED
means of full multiple-scattering calculations. Such calcu
tions have been performed and presented in a layer sele
mode. It turns out that for an angular range of620° about
normal emission and kinetic energies of about 100 eV
PED effects on photoelectrons originating from the surfa
are weak while the PED effects on the bulk signal domina
In particular, at normal emission, aroundhn5165 eV, the
bulk peak dominates over the surface peak; comparable
tensities are calculated off normal. Moreover, the strong
7-6
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crease of MLDAD signal is found at normal emission only
specific values of both emission angle and kinetic ene
The line-shape changes are therefore due to the surface
level shift, to the different PE and MLDAD line shape of th

FIG. 6. Co 3p AMLDAD reduction vs angle for Co/Fe~001! and
Fe/Co/Fe~001!, respectively, dark gray, and light gray shaded are
measured athn5165 eV ~top panel! and hn5170 eV ~bottom
panel!. The width of the areas corresponds to the error bars. Thy
axis is the dichroic normalized intensity in percent as defined in
text. The valueb50 indicates normal emission. Up and down t
angles correspond to PE intensities for the two magnetization d
tions. The minimum of the Co 3p AMLDAD is found at normal
emission only forhn5170 eV, i.e., only when Co 3p are at the
same kinetic energy of Fe 3p measured athn5165 eV.
02441
t
y.
re-

two components, to the different magnetic splitting of bu
and surface, and to the different phase shift in each MLDA
spectrum. The large PED oscillations around normal em
sion disappear on increasing the photon energy. The ove
measured line shape of TM core level is therefore the sum
two different line shapes, energy shifted, and with differe
relative intensities due to PED.

Our present results, while not resolving all of the releva
aspects of the surface magnetic response, provide a c
evidence that surface and bulk photoemission magnetic
chroism contribute significantly to the measured da
Thanks to the action of PED, we have shown that the l
shape of the bulk contribution can be retrieved from ene
and angle-dependent chiral experiment. The possibility
extracting filtered line shapes for bulk and surface ato
allows one to apply a rationale for establishing the relat
changes of the orbital magnetic moment, and possibly
relative changes of the energy splitting, connected to the s
magnetic moments.

s,

e

c-

FIG. 7. Fe 3p AMLDAD vs angle for Fe/Co/Fe~001! ~light gray
shaded area!, and its relative PE intensity vs angle~open triangles!
measured athn5220 eV. The width of the area corresponds to t
error bars.y axis is the dichroic normalized intensity in percent
defined in the text. The valueb50 indicates normal emission. No
oscillation or dip is found around normal emission for bothAMLDAD

and total PE.
ev.
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